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RF, LLRF and Longitudinal Dynamics Issues for EIC design
High-current two ring collider- challenges in RF system implementation and dynamics
Similar to PEP-II, (Super)KEKB, LHC and HL-LHC RF and LLRF challenges
EIC collider designs will have very different RF and system dynamics in the two rings
Technology choices in RF systems, and LLRF systems. Impacts of imperfections?
Nonlinearity? Dynamic range?

Methods to optimally use RF power sources, minimize required RF station power
What sorts of gap transients can we expect?
What impact will this have on luminosity from IP shift??
What impacts does this have on Crab Cavity effectiveness?
What methods might be helpful to mitigate the impacts?
Methods to control low longitudinal modes within damped RF system bandwidth -
longitudinal instabilities driven by cavity fundamental
Impact of parked cavities, operational flexibility?

Needs research and evaluation as part of RF system design

J. Fox EIC Collaboration Workshop Oct 2021 2
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Beam Loading in RF cavity - Pedersen Model
2.4. INTERACTION WITH THE RF SYSTEM 19
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the RF cavity model with two input currents and feedback loops

being comparable to or larger than the generator current creates strong interaction which

significantly modifies longitudinal motion parameters and dynamics for the low-frequency

eigenmodes (with mode numbers near 0 or N-1).

Here we will use the Pedersen model [14, 15] to characterize the small-signal behavior of

the beam and RF system. In this model the cavity is represented by an equivalent parallel

RLC circuit driven by two currents: generator current I⃗G and beam current I⃗B . This

model is schematically illustrated in Fig. 2.6. The RF system in addition to the RF power

generator usually includes additional feedback loops. These can be narrowband amplitude

and phase loops that maintain the cavity voltage amplitude and phase at the RF frequency

or broader bandwidth feedback to improve system stability margins [15].

The driving current phasors are evaluated at the RF frequency. For short bunches in

the lepton storage rings |I⃗B | = 2I0. From here on we will use IB to represent |I⃗B |. In the

Laplace domain the impedance of the cavity is given by

Z(s) =
2σRs

s2 + 2σs + ω2
r

(2.13)

where σ = ωr/2Q is the damping time of the cavity. Note that Eq. 2.13 transforms into

20 CHAPTER 2. COUPLED-BUNCH INSTABILITIES AND FEEDBACK CONTROL
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Figure 2.7: Steady-state vector diagram of accelerating cavity currents and voltages

Eq 2.11 with the substitution s = jω.

The beam loading is characterized by the dimensionless parameter Y = IB/IL where

IL is the generator current required to produce the same cavity voltage without beam load

and with the cavity resonance tuned to ωrf . From the steady-state vector diagram shown

in Fig. 2.7 relating I⃗B, I⃗G, and cavity voltage V⃗C one gets the following relationship

tan φL =
tan φZ − Y cos φB

1 + Y sinφB
(2.14)

where φL is the loading angle between the cavity voltage and the generator current, φB is

the synchronous phase angle, and φZ is the cavity impedance angle. For efficient utilization

of the power source loading angle is usually maintained constant and close to 0. To achieve

that according to Eq. 2.14 the magnitude of the cavity impedance angle has to increase

when Y increases - more obvious if we rewrite that equation as

tan φZ = tan φL + Y (tan φL sin φB + cos φB)

Figure 2: Generalized linear beam cavity interaction 
model. 

G, (~1 = --G,(s) = 
ostan4, 

(s+o)2 +(I$) 
(7) 

The transfer functions from Is and IG (G B, GaaB, 
GapBv G aBv Gpp”, GaaG, G,pGp and Gpa?figure 2) 
are simp y obtained by projections of the modulations Q 
of In and I, onto IT, figure 1. 

2.3 Beam Transfer Functions 

Neglecting Landau and radiation damping we get the 
following transfer function for the phase modulation of 
the beam current: 

02 B1(s)dL-L + (n f 0 modes) 
. Pveff s2 +0,2 

63) 

where os is the synchrotron frequency and n the 
coupled bunch mode number. This response is 
dominated by the m = 1 dipole modes. 

For the amplitude modulation of the beam current, the 
response is dominated by the m = 2 quadrupole modes: 

B~(LT)=~= k2(20)s)2 +(n #O modes) 
%ff s2 + (20,)2 

(9) 

where k2 is a form factor for the quadrupole mode 
interaction strength, which depends of the bunch 
length. For the very short bunches normally found in 
B factories like PEP II this form factor is small. The 
fundamental cavity impedance without RF feedback is 

however large and since no coupled bunch feedback 
system is foreseen for the quadrupole modes, these 
modes must be included in a complete analysis. 

2.4 General Stability Analysis 

By combining the beam transfer functions (8) and (9) 
the cavity transfer functions (6) and (7), and the 
various RF feedback transfer functions relating ZG to 
V, a complete and exact stability analysis is in 
principle possible. 

However even for the simplest possible RF feedback 
transfer functions, and without considering coupled 
bunch modes with n #O or quadrupole modes the 
system is already of sixth order (41. A general 
analytical stability criterion as found for the Robinson 
case requires the use of symbolic algebra programs [8] 
and the resulting expressions becomes so complicated 
that they are of limited practical use. 

It is therefore useful to decompose the problem into 
several relatively independent problems. It is for 
example possible to calculate the phase and amplitude 
transients of the RF voltage due to the periodic 
excitation of the beam gap without worrying about the 
stability of the coupled bunch modes, see below. It is 
also possible to calculate the influence of the RF 
system on the coupled bunch modes by calculating the 
complex mode frequency shift as a perturbation mode 
by mode provided the resulting frequency shift is small 
compared with the synchrotron frequency. 

In cases where all feedback transfer functions exhibits 
complete symmetry between phase and amplitude 
modulations the influence of the RF system on the 
beam can be completely described by the closed loop 
impedance of the RF system. 

If this symmetry is broken, the effect of the RF system 
on the beam can no longer be described by a simple 
longitudinal coupling impedance, since the induced 
modulations of the RF voltage depend upon the phase 
relationship of the mode sidebands with respect to the 
RF ‘carrier’. 

194 

Coupled systems between beam dynamics, beam current, generator current, cavity phase/voltage

Beam loading parameter Y = IB/IL
At high beam loading, cavity is detuned for Robinson Stability

If IB has modulations ( gaps or current variations) VC has modulations

VC modulations in Magnitude and Phase, in frequency domain expressed as revolution harmonics and synchrotron
sidebands

J. Fox EIC Collaboration Workshop Oct 2021 3
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PEP-II and LHC Direct and Comb loops ( Boussard)

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The PEP-II RF system block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
The RF stations are comprised of 1.2 MW, 476 MHz
klystrons with either 2 or 4 normal-conducting RF cavities
with high-order mode dampers and an R=Q ratio of 116. In
heavy loaded rings, there is a strong interaction between
the multiple-bunched beam and the RF station. This beam
loading is mainly produced by the effective cavity imped-
ance seen by the beam current. Feedback systems around
the stations are needed to reduce that impedance and
consequently minimize the fast unstable growth of the
low-order modes in the beam.

The LLRF systems include direct and comb loop feed-
back paths to reduce impedances seen by the beam. The
stations also incorporate numerous low bandwidth regulat-
ing loops which control the cavity tuners, the high-voltage
power supply voltage, and compensate for gap transient
effects [4,5]. The tuner loop adjusts the cavity for mini-
mum reflected power, whereas the klystron saturation loop
maintains constant saturation headroom by controlling the
high-voltage power supply to the klystron. The gap feed-
back loop removes revolution harmonics from the feed-
back error signal to avoid saturating the klystron.

The direct loop causes the station to follow the RF
reference adding regulation to the cavity voltage, thus
extending the beam-loading Robinson stability limit and
lowering the effective fundamental impedance seen by the
beam. The comb loop consists of a second order digital
infinite impulse response (IIR) filter that adds narrow gain
peaks at synchrotron sidebands around revolution harmon-
ics to further reduce the residual impedance. Despite the
LLRF feedback, the beam exhibits low-mode coupled-
bunch instabilities at operating currents due to the funda-
mental impedance, and a special ‘‘woofer’’ feedback chan-
nel is required to control low-mode instabilities [6], seen as
the ‘‘longitudinal low group-delay woofer’’ in the block
diagram.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The simulation is focused on understanding the interac-
tion among the low-order dynamics of the beam, the
cavities, and the fast LLRF feedback loops. This tool is
developed as a block system in SIMULINK, which uses the
system parameters calculated in MATLAB [7] to set the
initial conditions of the slow loops and to provide mea-
surement/estimation tools. The simulation is an update of a
previous work developed by Tighe [8].

The overall dynamic system is of complex structure,
including a large number of state variables with different
dynamics that makes simulating at this level cumbersome.
The beam at PEP-II is composed of 1746 physical bunches.
The longitudinal dynamics of individual bunches can be
modeled, based on energy considerations, by

 !! n ! 2dr _!n !
""evrf"!s ! !n # $ Urad "Eo ##

EoTo
% 0

for n % 1; . . . ; 1746;
(1)

where !n is the time deviation of the n th bunch centroid
with respect to the arrival time of the synchronous particle
!s, 2dr & _Urad "Eo #=To is the radiation damping rate, " is
the momentum compaction factor, To is the harmonic
revolution period, and evrf"t# is the total energy, including
wake fields, transmitted to the beam by all the RF stations
per revolution period. The goal of the simulation is to study
the low-order mode behavior of the beam induced by the
interaction with the RF stations. Thus, the particle beam is
modeled via a variable number of macrobunches N com-
parable to the IIR comb filter samples per turn, rather than
the 1746 physical bunches. This approach reduces the
number of state variables assigned to model the beam
dynamics, but allows keeping the same abort gap in the
filling pattern and fully resolves all the low-order beam
modes and interactions with the RF fundamental
impedance.

The energy evrf"!s ! !n # applied per turn to the n th

bunch is the net contribution of all the RF cavities in the
ring. The voltage vrf can be expressed by

 vrf"!s ! !n # %
XST

i% 1

XK

j% 1

vci;j"!si;j ! !n #; (2)

where ST is the number of stations, K is the number of
cavities per station (K % 2 in the LER andK % 2 orK % 4
in the HER), and vci;j is the instantaneous voltage corre-
sponding to the jth cavity in the ith RF station. In nominal
operation, the cavities per station are detuned by the same
magnitude which allows us to group either the two- or the
four-cavity station in a unique dynamic macromodel (a 2 or
4 cavity macromodel). This simplification defines the volt-
age per station as
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FIG. 1. (Color) System block diagram. Fast dynamics (modeled)
appear in blue, slow dynamics (fixed parameters in simulation)
in green, and not modeled components in red.
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The Large Hadron Collider rf station-beam interaction strongly influences the longitudinal beam

dynamics, both single-bunch and collective effects. Nonlinearities and noise generated within the radio

frequency (rf) accelerating system interact with the beam and contribute to beam motion and longitudinal

emittance blowup. Thus, the noise power spectrum of the rf accelerating voltage strongly affects the

longitudinal beam distribution. Furthermore, the coupled-bunch instabilities are also directly affected by

the rf components and the configuration of the low level rf (LLRF) feedback loops. In this work we present

a formalism relating the longitudinal beam dynamics with the rf system configurations, an estimation of

collective effects stability margins, and an evaluation of longitudinal sensitivity to various LLRF

parameters and configurations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.13.102801 PACS numbers: 29.20.db, 29.27.Bd

I. INTRODUCTION

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) rf system consists of
eight rf stations per beam. The rf system accelerates the
beam during the ramp, compensates the small energy
losses during coasting, and also provides longitudinal fo-
cusing. The beam and the rf station are two dynamic
systems with a strong interaction, which complicates
stability considerations for the composite system. A sim-
plified block diagram of the LHC rf system is shown in
Fig. 1.

Each rf station includes an accelerating superconducting
cavity, a 330 kW klystron, and the low level rf (LLRF)
system consisting of the klystron polar loop and the im-
pedance control feedback system. The superconducting
cavity has an R=Q of 45, a resonance frequency of
400.8 MHz, and a mechanical tuner with a 100 kHz range.
The cavity voltage and loaded quality factor QL are set to
1 MV and 20 000, respectively, during injection and to
2 MV and 60 000 during physics, for nominal intensity
beams. The klystron polar loop used at the LHC acts
around the klystron to reject power supply perturbations
and compensate the gain and phase shift of the nonlinear
klystron at low frequencies for different operation points.
The feedback system controls the accelerating fundamen-
tal impedance of the rf station to achieve longitudinal
stability. It incorporates digital and analog paths, as well
as the 1-Turn feedback (comb), which acts to reduce the
impedance at the synchrotron sidebands.

Single-bunch longitudinal emittance growth as well as
beam stability related to collective effects are examined in
this paper. Both of these longitudinal dynamics effects are
strongly coupled to the effective impedance of the rf
station and the configurations of the feedback loop. The
rf configuration is defined by the design choices of com-
ponents and signal levels, as well as the operational choices
of variable parameters. Different approaches on the com-
ponent and parameter selection can have a significant
effect on the stability and characteristics of the beam.
In this work, the LHC LLRF system has been modeled

with the existing technology implementation. The effect of
the operational choices on controller settings is then inves-
tigated. The objective of this work is to verify high-current
and upgraded operating conditions of the LHC, study
optimal configuration techniques to achieve minimum rf
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FIG. 1. (Color) Simplified LHC rf block diagram.
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PHYSICAL REVIEW SPECIAL TOPICS - ACCELERATORS AND BEAMS 13, 102801 (2010)

1098-4402=10=13(10)=102801(11) 102801-1 ! 2010 The American Physical Society
LLRF systems regulate cavity voltages
Direct and Comb loops reduce impedance seen by beam, reduce longitudinal
instabilities
Modulations in beam current drive transients in cavity voltage
Can’t the klystron just compensate? what power is required?
This is a non-linear system

J. Fox EIC Collaboration Workshop Oct 2021 4
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RF system and Beam Parameters - EIC Electron Ring Study

Energy 18 GeV 10 GeV 5 GeV
fRF MHz 591 591 591
fREV KHz 78.25 78.25 78.25
h 7560 7560 7560
Cavities 17 17 17
Vcavity - Nom. [MV] 3.62 1.27 0.57
VRFTOTAL

[MV] 61.5 21.6 9.6
R/Q 37 37 37
Qo 2.3e10 2.3e10 2.3e10
Qext 71.5e4 7.91e4 5.12e4
Detuning [KHz] Optimal -1.1 -42.4 -95.7
Avg. Beam Current [A] 0.23 2.5 2.5
Synchronous phase [deg] 143.0 170.0 173.1
Synchronous Freq. [KHz] 3.753 4.347 4.568
Number of Bunches 290 1160 1160
Particles / bunch 3.44e11 3.44e11 3.44e11

Table: Parameters for Focusing mode

At low energy, what do we do
with all the installed cavities
and necessary voltage?
Interesting idea proposed -
counterphase some
complement of stations

advantage - keeps effective RF
slope for synchrotron tune
advantage - Keeps stored energy in
cavity, minimizes gap transients
disadvantage - operational impact
of rapid partial beam loss, KEKB
experience as counterphased
cavities received beam energy and
INCREASE voltage

J. Fox EIC Collaboration Workshop Oct 2021 5
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EIC LLRF, RF and Beam system simulations

Time-Domain nonlinear simulation adapted from PEP-II
and LHC tools

The EIC simulations track the centroid motion of each
bunch and include the cavity, klystron, LLRF loops, and
loop delay.

Independent simulations of the electron and ion ring are
utilized.

Longitudinal dynamics of each bunch as a rigid particle,
coupled-bunch motion and interactions with the cavity
impedance and LLRF loops are included. Low-mode
longitudinal stability is part of the study.

Linear and non-linear klystron models are possible, these
initial results are for linear klystrons

With models for ESR and HSR, the resulting gap
transients – and time offset at the IP– can be studied.

signal processing effects from dynamic range limitations
can also be studied

reference
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The EIC LLRF model includes a digital loop (low
bandwidth), an analog loop (high bandwidth), and OTFB.
These loops sample the cavity voltage and act on the
klystron driver.

A feedforward system is included. The feedforward
samples the longitudinal beam position, but still acts on
the klystron driver.
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Gap transients - Direct Loop
RF station Voltage, klystron power and bunch synchronous phase

Figure: Cavity Voltage
Figure: Transient bunch synchronous
phase

Figure: Nominal klystron/amplifier
power (per cavity)

Electron Ring operating at E = 10 GeV and IB = 2.5A, 566 bucket gap

LLRF direct loop designed to achieve minimum RF station impedance, evaluating two group delays in the feedback
system ( 0.5µs and 1 µs).

No Gap feed-forward signal - Large impact in the transient klystron power
J. Fox EIC Collaboration Workshop Oct 2021 7
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Gap transients - Direct and Beam Feedforward loops
RF station Voltage, bunch synchronous phase

Figure: Cavity Voltage Figure: Transient bunch synchronous phase
Electron Ring operating at E = 10 GeV and IB = 2.5A, 566 bucket gap

LLRF direct loop designed to achieve minimum RF station impedance. Includes 1 µs group delay in the feedback
system.

Gap feed-forward signal injected in the LLRF to keep the klystron power almost constant per revolution period

additional options in study- reference modulation, partial detuning

J. Fox EIC Collaboration Workshop Oct 2021 8
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Instabilities from Fundamental-driven modes

Estimates are based on the LLRF
topology (Direct FF and Comb loops)
Requires technical estimates of
imperfections and nonlinearities
Estimate frequency domain RF station
impedance for various configurations
Estimates growth rates for various beam
currents and RF station configurations
Complement with time domain
nonlinear codes to double check the
impact of nonlinearities
PEP-II experience with double-peaked
(2nd order) 1-turn delay filters

cavity-style kicker [17–19] was implemented to help with
the beam induced heating. The basic drift-tube kicker
design performed well from initial commissioning, and
the original HER drift-tube kickers served until the final
operation at twice the design current.

III. THE IMPACT OF NONLINEAR ELEMENTS IN
THE LLRF FEEDBACK PATHS

The original designers of the PEP-II LLRF systems were
very concerned about the large fundamental mode imped-
ances driving unstable coupled-bunch motion at lowmodes
as the cavities were detuned with increasing currents. The
designs proposed featured direct and comb impedance
controlling feedback loops [1]. In this approach it is nec-
essary to have sufficient loop gain to reduce the effective
impedance of the cavity rf fundamental. The design con-
cept was developed using a frequency domain technique,
and the essential topology of the two impedance control
loops, the limits on group delay, the basic structure of the
2nd order IIR notch filter, the required direct-loop gain,
etc., were studied [20,21]. The essential elements of the
PEP-II LLRF and rf station design are shown in Fig. 18.

It was understood that a nonlinear element in this loop
would have a significant impact on the effectiveness of the
impedance control. The power klystron was an obvious
candidate for nonlinear behavior. Linear and nonlinear
(time-domain) simulation tools were used to estimate sys-
tem performance, define stable operating points for the rf
feedback, and estimate stability limits [20,22]. During this

design phase the high-power 1.2 MW PEP-II klystron was
still in development, and data from a lower power PEP-I
klystron was used to model a nonlinear power transfer
characteristic in the time-domain simulation.
These initial simulation efforts were essential in devel-

oping the overall LLRF structure. However, they did not
attempt to quantify stability limits of the systems (beyond
producing system trajectories of 10 or 20 ms duration), and
did not study the robustness of the system stability to small
changes in the klystron or LLRF dynamic responses. They
did not attempt to model the trade-offs between rf station
stability (stability of the direct and comb loops) vs the
stability of the beam dynamics. The essential focus of these
initial simulation studies was to validate the topology of
the proposed system design, using the broadband direct
feedback loop in conjunction with a digital IIR comb filter.
Using these tools, it was estimated that the cavity-
fundamental driven coupled-bunch modes in the HER
would be stable for the design current, while for the LER
at design current it was anticipated that the cavity driven
low modes would be stable in conjunction with the opera-
tion of the planned broadband feedback system.
To allow for some extra control margin for low coupled-

bunch modes, and as an insurance policy, the original
LLRF design [23,24] included a dedicated control path
from the broadband longitudinal damping system, in which
a band-limited version of the longitudinal HOM correction
signal was driven through the LLRF system. This link
allows the rf system and cavities to serve as a very power-
ful low-frequency beam kicker (this path was named the
‘‘woofer channel’’).
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FIG. 18. (Color) Block diagram of an impedance controlled rf
system used at PEP-II. In the actual implementation, each rf
station had one 1.2 MW klystron and 2 or 4 HOM-damped rf
cavities. The LLRF systems used direct and comb loops, klys-
tron HV regulating loops, gap feed-forward loop, and other low-
frequency regulators. The broadband longitudinal processing is
implemented once per ring, as is the low group delay woofer
processing. From the LGDW band-limited kick information is
sent to selected stations around the ring via fiber optic digital
data links.

FIG. 17. (Color) Photo of a damaged high-power directional
coupler installed on the PEP-II beam line to instrument beam-
driven kicker power. While designed to operate at 5 KW power
levels, the kicker loads, cables, and feedthroughs were problem-
atic in operation. Three different styles of high-power rf con-
nectors were commissioned in the PEP-II runs, each had high-
power difficulties. The beam induced power was spread in a very
broad band extending to 20 GHz. Seen in the figure is a damaged
and destroyed 9=16 DIN connector and directional coupler port.

J. FOX et al. Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 13, 052802 (2010)

052802-10

Block diagram of the PEP-II RF station showing the principal blocks
controlling the beam dynamics

J. Fox EIC Collaboration Workshop Oct 2021 9
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Instabilities from Fundamental-driven modes- only direct loop

Electron ring E = 10 GeV Electron ring E = 5 GeV

Electron Ring operating at E = 10 GeV and E = 5 GeV and IB = 2.5A
LLRF direct loop designed to achieve minimum RF station impedance

J. Fox EIC Collaboration Workshop Oct 2021 10
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Instabilities from Fundamental-driven modes - direct and comb loops

Electron ring E = 10 GeV Electron ring E = 5 GeV

Electron Ring operating at E = 10 GeV and E = 5 GeV and IB = 2.5A
LLRF direct loop and 1-turn delay (Comb) filter designed to achieve minimum RF station impedance
For both energies, the beam is unstable for some low-order modes. For E = 18 GeV and IB = 0.23A, the beam is
stable

J. Fox EIC Collaboration Workshop Oct 2021 11
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Crab Cavity RF systems, comments

the gap transients, and matching in the
two rings, have implications for the crab
cavity systems.
matching the gap transients between the two rings solves
the IP-shift and luminosity loss vs Z issue

There is still a synchronous phase transient in the crab
cavity system ( even if ring transients are matched to each
other)

Shifts in the beam synchronous phase ( gap transients)
generate modulation of the crab kick as a function of
beam position

The bandwidth of the high Q crab cavity RF systems limits
any idea of doing some sort of Vref modulation to cancel
out effects

First studies - suggest gap magnitudes and low crab RF
frequency do not have show-stopper impacts

Studies by Themis Mastorides on impacts
of RF noise in crab cavity systems
suggest

Sensitivity of EIC is a real effect, seen in
emittance growth estimations
"the requirements on the RF noise will
probably still be significantly lower than
the state of the art"
further studies in progress, possible
mitigation with two mode feedback.
Opportunity to collaborate with HL-LHC
on this work

J. Fox EIC Collaboration Workshop Oct 2021 12
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Conclusions - Design Report ESR at full currents, 3 energies
A combination of a direct loop and 1-turn delay feedback is the minimum architecture
applicable to control the RF cavity voltage and reduce the beam - impedance
interaction (control low mode instabilities)
For the electron ring operating at E = 10 GeV and E = 5 GeV at maximum current
IB = 2.5A, the beam is unstable with LLRF optimally configured to minimize the RF
station impedance presented to the beam
To stabilize this beam dynamics, a longitudinal feedback system ( so-called Woofer)
needs to be included as part of the LLRF architecture
For the electron ring operating at E = 18 GeV, the beam is stable for optimum design
of the LLRF system
There is work to do to optimize the required RF drive power, use of various mitigation
approaches.
Opportunities to collaborate with sister high-current projects

J. Fox EIC Collaboration Workshop Oct 2021 13
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Summary and challenges - Value of simulation tools
Initial estimates of required cavity power for EIC Design report configurations
Four different schemes can be imagined to match or reduce the RF transients created by the clearing gaps. Each
has a value to achieve the necessary beam performance, with different tradeoffs or challenges. These simulation
methods and tools can be used to study realistic cases as the conceptual design progresses.

The Direct Loop LLRF solution is simple, but leads to significant klystron power for the ESR
A beam feedforward, or gap feedforward (e.g. PEP-II approach) has value
The voltage reference modulation scheme might minimize the peak klystron power, but it it might require some
RF parameter adjustments ( R/Q) to match the modulations for the two rings. It would also be sensitive to
beam loss during the fill.
There are fill pattern modulation schemes, these would also be susceptible to beam loss and variations in
lifetime, since the lifetimes on these high current buckets is probably different than nominal. Impact of realistic
variations?
It is possible to combine solutions and/or use different schemes (e.g.RF gating in gap)for the two rings (OTFB
for e− and fill pattern modulation for ion?).

Simulation tools are valuable as part of conceptual design and RF system
optimization
These methods can also help define engineering specifications for the detailed LLRF
design (linearity, dynamic range, noise levels, etc.)
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Mitigation - via RF cavity stored energy
Superconducting RF cavity has potential for higher stored energy via Qloaded , smaller
transients
Alternate Idea - used at KEKB ( not estimated for EIC case)

Shintake - NC ARES energy storage cavity system

RF generator 
r--

fo 

Energy Storage Cavity 

Ws, Ps,Qs 

Co u p !e r .-------!:. 

Accelerating Cavity 

Fig. 2 Accelerating cavity coupled to an energy storage cavity. 

7 

longitudinal instability, because the impedance tail of the fundamental mode 
at the instability resonance becomes quite small. 

The total stored energy W,w and the wall-loss P,"' (RIQ\w the unloaded 
Q," and the shunt impedance R,0 , of this coupled cavity system are given by 

Wtot::::::WA+Ws 

Ptot::::: PA+Ps 

v' c 
(R!Qlw, = w,(W A+ W,) 

Qtol 

RlOl :::::: 

(RIQ)A 
1 + w ,JW A 

w + w. 
=W0 P+P A S 

1 + W JW 
QA!+P,JPA 

RA 
1 + ? 5/PA 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where the subscripts A and S denote the accelerating cavity and the storage 
cavity, respectively. 

If the wall dissipation power in the storage cavity is much smaller than 
the accelerating cavity: P, << P" and the stored energy in the storage cavity 
is much larger than the accelerating cavity: W, >> WA, 

(RIQ)," = W s (RIQ)A « (RIQ)A (9) 

Q,Ol = W QA >> QA 
A . 

(10) 

RIOt :::: RA (!!) 

As shown in these equations, by means of the low-l,oss storage cavity, we can 
reduce the RIQ value as inversely proportional to the stored energy ratio, 
therefore the frequency detuning for the beam loading compensation becomes 

8 
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Dynamic Range of LLRF loops, impact of linearity

II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The PEP-II RF system block diagram is shown in Fig. 1.
The RF stations are comprised of 1.2 MW, 476 MHz
klystrons with either 2 or 4 normal-conducting RF cavities
with high-order mode dampers and an R=Q ratio of 116. In
heavy loaded rings, there is a strong interaction between
the multiple-bunched beam and the RF station. This beam
loading is mainly produced by the effective cavity imped-
ance seen by the beam current. Feedback systems around
the stations are needed to reduce that impedance and
consequently minimize the fast unstable growth of the
low-order modes in the beam.

The LLRF systems include direct and comb loop feed-
back paths to reduce impedances seen by the beam. The
stations also incorporate numerous low bandwidth regulat-
ing loops which control the cavity tuners, the high-voltage
power supply voltage, and compensate for gap transient
effects [4,5]. The tuner loop adjusts the cavity for mini-
mum reflected power, whereas the klystron saturation loop
maintains constant saturation headroom by controlling the
high-voltage power supply to the klystron. The gap feed-
back loop removes revolution harmonics from the feed-
back error signal to avoid saturating the klystron.

The direct loop causes the station to follow the RF
reference adding regulation to the cavity voltage, thus
extending the beam-loading Robinson stability limit and
lowering the effective fundamental impedance seen by the
beam. The comb loop consists of a second order digital
infinite impulse response (IIR) filter that adds narrow gain
peaks at synchrotron sidebands around revolution harmon-
ics to further reduce the residual impedance. Despite the
LLRF feedback, the beam exhibits low-mode coupled-
bunch instabilities at operating currents due to the funda-
mental impedance, and a special ‘‘woofer’’ feedback chan-
nel is required to control low-mode instabilities [6], seen as
the ‘‘longitudinal low group-delay woofer’’ in the block
diagram.

III. MODEL DESCRIPTION

The simulation is focused on understanding the interac-
tion among the low-order dynamics of the beam, the
cavities, and the fast LLRF feedback loops. This tool is
developed as a block system in SIMULINK, which uses the
system parameters calculated in MATLAB [7] to set the
initial conditions of the slow loops and to provide mea-
surement/estimation tools. The simulation is an update of a
previous work developed by Tighe [8].

The overall dynamic system is of complex structure,
including a large number of state variables with different
dynamics that makes simulating at this level cumbersome.
The beam at PEP-II is composed of 1746 physical bunches.
The longitudinal dynamics of individual bunches can be
modeled, based on energy considerations, by

 !! n ! 2dr _!n !
""evrf"!s ! !n # $ Urad "Eo ##

EoTo
% 0

for n % 1; . . . ; 1746;
(1)

where !n is the time deviation of the n th bunch centroid
with respect to the arrival time of the synchronous particle
!s, 2dr & _Urad "Eo #=To is the radiation damping rate, " is
the momentum compaction factor, To is the harmonic
revolution period, and evrf"t# is the total energy, including
wake fields, transmitted to the beam by all the RF stations
per revolution period. The goal of the simulation is to study
the low-order mode behavior of the beam induced by the
interaction with the RF stations. Thus, the particle beam is
modeled via a variable number of macrobunches N com-
parable to the IIR comb filter samples per turn, rather than
the 1746 physical bunches. This approach reduces the
number of state variables assigned to model the beam
dynamics, but allows keeping the same abort gap in the
filling pattern and fully resolves all the low-order beam
modes and interactions with the RF fundamental
impedance.

The energy evrf"!s ! !n # applied per turn to the n th

bunch is the net contribution of all the RF cavities in the
ring. The voltage vrf can be expressed by

 vrf"!s ! !n # %
XST

i% 1

XK

j% 1

vci;j"!si;j ! !n #; (2)

where ST is the number of stations, K is the number of
cavities per station (K % 2 in the LER andK % 2 orK % 4
in the HER), and vci;j is the instantaneous voltage corre-
sponding to the jth cavity in the ith RF station. In nominal
operation, the cavities per station are detuned by the same
magnitude which allows us to group either the two- or the
four-cavity station in a unique dynamic macromodel (a 2 or
4 cavity macromodel). This simplification defines the volt-
age per station as
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FIG. 1. (Color) System block diagram. Fast dynamics (modeled)
appear in blue, slow dynamics (fixed parameters in simulation)
in green, and not modeled components in red.
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direct-loop and comb-loop parameters were feed-forward
adapted to track the change in the cavity detuning with
current. The loops became unstable as the loop operating
points moved with klystron power. This amount of change
in the system dynamics with operating point was not
anticipated by the designers, and had not been incorporated
into the system modeling and simulation as part of the
design phase.

The operational difficulties, with a continual trade-off
between station stability and instability growth rates, be-
came a difficult issue as currents increased and margins
were lost. Model-based configuration techniques were de-
veloped to allow the online configuration and tuning of the
rf direct and comb loops using closed-loop transfer func-
tions, taken with beam in the machine [29]. While this
approach allowed better stability margins, this was a very
intensive effort and time-consuming task. For every change
of current, or operating configuration of operating and
parked stations, gap voltages, etc., a series of loop optimi-
zations had to be made for each station, as the dynamics of
each station was unique.

C. Identifying the limiting nonlinear element

These concerns drove renewed investment in the non-
linear time-domain rf station-beam model. It was restruc-
tured to allow close comparisons between machine
measurements and the modeling—the identical time-
domain tools were used to measure low-mode instability
growth in both the machine and the simulation [30]. This
more detailed simulation revealed some subtle persistent
deviations between the physical and simulated systems. In
conjunction with high-power klystron test stand measure-
ments, a consistent deviation in the frequency response of
the small-signal gain between model and physical system
was understood [31]. A medium power solid-state ampli-
fier in the direct feedback path was eventually revealed as
the source.

In the LLRF system, the entire processing chain must
faithfully provide linear response for small modulation
signals which can be 60 or 90 dB below the high-power
fundamental (Fig. 20). As it is the small modulation signals
which provide the impedance control feedback, the impact
of a nonlinear element can be very significant. The design
and development team did not realize the significance of
testing all the processing chain for these sorts of nonlinear
effects. The medium power amplifier was specified as
having spurious harmonics better than !60 dBc and the
amplifier was uneventfully tested for gain uniformity and
frequency response as part of system design.

For the initial 7 years of operation these driver amplifiers
had never been a source of any trouble or curiosity (the
focus was often the power stages). As the impact of these
nonlinear elements became better understood, new mea-
surement techniques were developed to allow lab testing of
system elements under realistic conditions. As an example,

a swept frequency response is a common laboratory mea-
surement for rf components. Similarly, it is common to
specify spurious responses in a power spectrum relative to
a single carrier signal. To quantify the linearity of the
LLRF components, new two-tone and swept small-signal
plus large-signal carrier tests were developed. As shown in
Fig. 21, two signals are presented to characterize the trans-
fer function of the low-power klystron drive amplifier to
modulation signals. The amplifier is tested using a large-
signal power carrier in conjunction with a small test signal
(! 30 dB below the carrier). The small-signal gain com-
pression is obvious and very significant. To compare with
the original single sweep frequency test conducted on this
amplifier, the large-signal response is included in Fig. 21.
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FIG. 21. (Color) Large and small-signal transfer function mea-
surement of the original LLRF driver amplifier. The large-signal
response is a single swept test frequency, the small signal is a
swept signal !30 dB below a fixed 476 MHz carrier.
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Klystron provides accelerating voltage
Klystron provides small signal modulations for impedance control at synchrotron sidebands of revolution harmonics
in cavity bandwidth
Unsaturated LLRF loops critical for impedance control, stability of BOTH LLRF land beam
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Interactions between cavity driven and HOM modes

PEP-II experience with all-mode broadband feedback,
using a Woofer link , or dedicated low group delay woofer
- is still very sensitive to driven motion in low modes from
noise in the RF systems and power supplies.

My $0.02 the EIC broadband should do the model-based
control from Ozhan’s thesis

decouple the interaction on mode 0 from HOM modes

targets broadband power to high frequency modes, lets
LLRF and power stage do mode zero.

For EIC we want a next generation broadband longitudinal
system with a modal decomposition, allows the noisy RF
system and low modes to not saturate the broadband
controller on the HOM modes.

PEP-II experience - value of investment in better
synchronized diagnostics

noise in the phase error signal are impressed on the beam.
While these signals are filtered through the bandpass DSP
control filters, (reducing the power away from !s in the
kicker system), the overall impact of the low-frequency
signals from the rf system was problematic. In the same
plot, the quantizing noise of the analog-to-digital converter
(ADC) and the receiver noise spectrum when no beam is
present are depicted.

Additional insight of the signals involved in the longi-
tudinal feedback channel can be found by looking in the
time domain at the front-end and back-end signals.
Figure 7 (upper) shows the HER baseband front-end signal
(ADC, from Fig. 2) for a single turn while the machine is
operating stably at 1800 mA. This figure shows the gap
transient, of roughly 4 degrees at the rf frequency, which
fills roughly 1=3 of the dynamic range of the ADC. Each
bunch rides on a unique synchronous phase. The bunch
longitudinal coordinates are processed by the DSP filters,
which are bandpass functions which remove the DC syn-
chronous phase position from each bunch sequence, and
provide gain around the synchrotron frequency. Figure 7
(lower) shows the output of the DSP processing [digital-to-
analog converter (DAC), from Fig. 2] for this same turn. It
is important to observe that the structure of the gap tran-
sient is removed, and about 40% of dynamic range of the
output channel (þ 127=" 128 DAC counts) is used from
the noise and residual motion of the beam at the synchro-
tron frequency.

The systems operate in this equilibrium without diffi-
culty, running the output power stages with signal compo-
nents from the noise and driven motion perturbations of the
beam. The true HOM instability signal is damped to the
noise floor of the ADC as seen in Fig. 6, and the majority of

the power in the processing channel is from driven motion
and broadband noise. The dynamic range around the oper-
ating point, with 35 dB gain of the processing filter, is such
that a few A/D counts of synchrotron frequency motion
through the processing channel fully saturate the output
stage (this corresponds to a few tenths of an rf degree of
phase motion). The high gain is necessary to have adequate
damping, as the HER HOM growth rates are roughly 3X
the original design estimates from the additional cavities
and higher currents.
At the end of PEP-II operations, at 2100 mA in the HER,

the operation of the HER broadband longitudinal feedback
system began to reach an effective gain limit due to satu-
ration effects in the power stages from 720 Hz and impul-
sive noise on the beam from the rf HV power supplies and
other rf system disturbances. The system exhibited short
transient excitations at the synchrotron frequency from
transient effects in one or more of the rf stations, which
drove barycentric (mode zero) longitudinal motion for
short bursts.

D. Understanding the mechanism of transient beam loss
from runaway HOM excited motion

Figures 8–16 show an interesting fault file in the HER at
1800 mA in which an impulsive low-frequency transient
saturates the feedback with mode zero signals, leading to
loss of HOM control and eventual loss of the beam. This
sort of beam loss was very hard to diagnose as the mea-
sured growth and damping rates always showed excellent
margins in operation at the same current, and the behavior
was not a steady-state situation. The ring would operate for
extended periods (weeks) without any anomalous loss of

FIG. 8. (Color) Time-domain fault file from the HER showing
the data at the output of the DSP filters (the output signals from
the DSP baseband processing with dynamic range þ127=" 128
DAC counts) The transient content is significant enough to pass
through the control filter and saturate the power stage near 1000
turns in the data set. The 5000 turns of the recording is 36 ms
long and is from an 1800 mA HER fill.
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FIG. 7. (Color) HER front-end and back-end signals of the
longitudinal feedback system for a single turn while the HER
system is operating with nominal beam parameters at 1800 mA.
The upper plot shows the phase error signal for all the bunches.
The lower plot depicts the base band signal driving all the
individual bunches at the same turn.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM POSITRON-ELECTRON . . . Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 13, 052802 (2010)
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Example PEP-II fault initiated from RF HV power supply
noise
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Technical examples: LHC LLRF Optimization tools
Tool for calculation and adjustment of RF station closed loop gain/phase.
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Developed from PEP-II tools, now used at LHC to optimally configure superconducting RF system and LLRF
configurations. Extension to HL-LHC
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